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We Give Thee Thanks
Thomas Curtis Clark
Not for our lands, our wide-flung prairie wealth,
Our mighty rivers born of friendly spring.
Our inland seas, our mountains proud and high,
Forests and orchards richly blossoming;
Not for these, Lord, our deepest deepest thanks are said
As, humbly glad, we hail this day serene;
Not for these most, dear Father of our lives,
But for the love that in all things is seen,
We thank Thee, Lord, on this recurring day.
For liberty to worship as we will:
We thank Thee for the hero souls of old
Who dared wild seas their mission to fulfill.
Oh, gird our hearts with stalwart faith in good.
Give us new trust in Thy providing hand,
And may a spirit born of brotherhood
Inspire our hearts and bless our native land.

E. V. Month
30 Million
s o u r c e s indicate the
world's refugee population stands
Rat ELIABLE
30 million. To be homeless, hun-

gry, disease-ridden and dressed in
rags and patches constitutes a bleak
future.
An overwhelming percentage of
this thirty million live on the north
side of the equator. Which means,
whether they live in a tar-paper
shack in Hong Kong, within a fenced
enclosure under a tent in the Middle
East, or in some warehouse in
Europe, the misery and torture of
snow and cold will again add to the
intensity of their suffering.
Gordon Sinclair, news commentator from Toronto, reports a terrific
upswing in retail sales in the U. S. A.
and Canada. He adds in something
of a wry manner: "With sputniks in
the sky, let's eat, drink and be merry
for tomorrow we may die." The
theory, North America says, "Let's
live up our materialism while we
have a little time left."
God's love in the heart of a Christian forbids such an attitude. Christians elsewhere in the world constitute our "blood" relation. Their sufferings affect us for they are members of the body of Christ. Then,
too, those needy millions, many who
know not Christ, constitute an opportunity for a tangible expression
of the verities of our Christian way
of life.
This is Thanksgiving time again.
Shortly, the pleasures of family life
as we know them, will reach one of
the zenith times of the year. Then
too, if not in a specially planned service on Thanksgiving day, the midweek service will be one of those unusual seasons of reminiscing about
good things the Lord has given to us.
Gordon Sinclair added with a bit
of cynicism, "It may be later than
you think." An apprehensive world
suggests to us that between the close
of one Thanksgiving day and the
dawn of another, radical changes
could come into being. Millions of
us who now live in luxury could become a vast sea of refugees within a
year's time. It would at least be
worth remembering that I used my
last "good" Thanksgiving day in a
Christ-like way. I gave of that which
I ha'd to someone in need.
J. N. H.
(2)

Have you renewed your subscription to the Evangelical
Visitor?
Why not present a gift to a
friend that will come to their attention 26 times during the
course of a year—the Evangelical Visitor.
Do all the homes that are
represented in your church and
Sunday school have the Evangelical Visitor coming into their
homes. A worthwhile project:
encourage your Sunday school
to send it to those who would
not receive it otherwise.
Pick up the Evangelical Visitor when you go into your local
library, doctor's office, dentist's
office, etc. Good publicity for
your local congregation; help
your Church place it there.
NOVEMBER IS "EVANGELICAL
VISITOR" SUBSCRIPTION MONTH
SEE YOUR PASTOR NOW !

I Complained

Dr. Oliver G. Wilson
LL MEN have some measure of acquaintance with trouble.
The good man may be exposed to
physical trials, bodily pains and disease. He may suffer from social trials,
losses in business, the inconsistency
and duplicity of those whom he regarded as true. He is compelled to
go through experiences of religious
trials, dark and prolonged.
If on those dark days he turns to
complaint and self-pity, faith and
hope weep together while song is
stabbed to death.
"I complained and my spirit was
overwhelmed." (Ps. 77:3)
It is always so. If Satan is allowed
to drive a little wedge of complaint
into the soul, at once all the inner
fortitude and strength leaks away.
Complaint soon changes into cynicism. Cynicism is a bomb which may
at any time explode into hate. And
hate is murder.
I complained because I had to walk
four blocks from the parking lot to
my office. Then I saw a man who
was sick, hungry, and unable to walk,
yet whose smile was as cheery as the
chirp of the first robin of spring.
I complained because the light was
poor. Then I met a man radiantly
happy from whose eyes all sight had
been drained by an accident.

A

I complained of my income tax until I visited the almshouse where a
penniless man was singing joyously
the triumphant songs of grace.
Complaining discontent shows a
lack of positive faith in Christ and a
streak of selfish egoism in the soul.
There are days when the unexplainable happens. The dark sinister
thing that doesn't make sense crowds
in upon us. All that we have believed seems crushed, and Satan
laughs and tells us our faith is a
fraud. That is not the day for complaint. That is the day to sing.
Our Lord never bribes His disciples by promising them ways of
sunny ease. He does not buy them
with illicit gold. He does not put the
glittering crown upon the entrance
gate and hide the cross in the shadows.
No, on the very first stages of the
sacred pilgrimage there falls the
shadow of the cross. "Let him take up
his cross daily and follow Me." How
foolish then, oh heart of mine, to
avoid and evade the cross and refuse
the burden and complain at the dark
dismal experiences that may come.
Complain not, but commit. "Commit thy way unto the Lord . . . He
will direct thy paths."
—Wesleyan Methodist
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of dependence on God
A
and gratitude for His bounteous
mercies is the urging motive for
DUB SENSE

every thank offering. This prompted
the Pilgrim Fathers at Plymouth in
1621 to hold their first Thanksgiving
festival. It was this that caused Abel,
son of Adam to present his thank
offering to God, for his faith embraced the promised provision God
made to restore the blessings forfeited by his parents. And it was for
the same reason that Noah made his
thank offering to God who had saved
him and his family from the deluge.
Ever since those early days men of
piety have voluntarily given their
thank offerings to Him who is the
Giver of every good and perfect gift.
Thanksgiving is a spontaneous expression of the Ghristian's heart.
What a thanksgiving scene that was
when the Israelites, seeing their
dreaded task masters sinking beneath the waters of the Red Sea,
freed from the horrors of slavery,
that nation of a million and a half
people, led by Miriam with her cymbals, sang their thanksgiving song of
deliverance. At the time of the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem,
thanksgiving had a prominent place
in worship, for Nehemiah appointed
certain of the Levites to lead the people in singing psalms of praise. Many
of the Psalms were spontaneous outEarl M. Sider
bursts of thanksgiving for the great
mercies of God. The lives and ministry of the Apostles were character- ant comes from a heart of ingrati- day in 1621 has been a great chalized by their praises of the risen tude. When God sent the Israelites lenge to a great nation.
Lord and oft-repeated thanksgiving. "food from heaven," and an abunMost certainly we all, more or less,
This is the spirit of the Master for dant supply with little labor to pre- experience heart rending disappointJesus often "gave thanks."
pare, they murmured because they ments in life, but these never justify
ingratitude or complaining. When a
Ingratitude and unthankfulness didn't have meat, or flesh to eat.
An unthankful spirit is also in- bee goes down into a flower for honey
never become a Christian. God's
judgment rests on the unthankful. In clined to look on the dark side of life. and because of the petals, cannot
Rom. 1:18 Paul gives two reasons for It is said that the Pilgrim Fathers, reach it, instead of flying away with
the judgments of God on the nations, because of their losses and sad plight nothing for its efforts, at once rapidly
"That when they knew God they in the new land, had many occasions rubs its little legs against those
glorified Him not as God 'neither of fasting and prayer. They became petals which constituted the obwere thankful' " and because of this despondent, looking on the dark side. stacle, until they are loaded with
a long list of tragedies follow. Un- On one occasion when they met to wax, then, loaded with that golden
thankfulness is just as much a sin as arrange for another day of fasting substance, flies away to build its
stealing or drunkenness, because and prayer and pour out their des- home still larger where it will deposit
God's commandment is clear. "Be ye pondent spirits to God, one of their more honey. Friend, some days and
thankful," "In everything give thanks number arose and said, "Brethren, circumstances are certain to come to
for this is the will of God in Christ we have been downcast and despon- you in which there will be no honey,
Jesus concerning you." Ingratitude, dent, looking on the dark side of our but if you will make the best of those
grumbling and complaining are sins situation, spending our time in fast- honeyless circumstances in which you
against God, society and a man's ing and prayer. Let us begin to look find yourself'you will secure the very
on the other side of our lot and con- material you heed to build the stately
own soul.
Unthankfulness is manifested in sider how much of good we do have, structure of your personality.
Until our hearts are clean and a
various ways. To partake of and en- civil and religious liberty, our harvjoy all the favors and blessings sent est, our friends and our homes. I right spirit within to motivate, our
from heaven as a matter of course, suggest that we proclaim a day of thanks offerings will be but lip servsuch as eating our meals without giv- thanksgiving instead of fasting and ice. This was the accusation the proing thanks, is indeed ingratitude to prayer." Others caught his spirit of phet Amos brought against backslidGod. Grumbling about one's lot in optimism and gratitude and a day of den Israel. Amos 4:45—"0 Come to
life, which, compared with that of Thanksgiving was planned and cele- Bethel (the place of worship, the
(Continued on last page)
millions in other lands is most pleas- brated. Ever since, that memorable

The Christian's Thank Offering
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Why Jesus Could Not
H. W. Buckwalter
It is not difficult to understand
why the disciples could not cast
the demon out of the boy as recorded
in Mat. 17:16, or why Pilate could
prevail nothing at the trial of Jesus
(Mat. 27:24) ; but when we read in
Mark 6:5 that Jesus "could there do
no mighty work, save that he laid
hands on a few sick folk, and healed
them" we are brought to a sudden
stop.
Jesus, who turned water into wine
by a word;
Jesus, who said to the leper, Be
clean, and he was clean;
Jesus, who said to the blind man,
Go wash, and he came seeing;
Jesus, who rebuked demons and
they obeyed Him;
Jesus, who stopped a funeral procession and said to the corpse, Sit up,
and he sat up;
Jesus, who rebuked the winds and
the sea and there was a great calm;
Jesus, who created all things by
His Word, for without Him was not
anything made that was made;
But Jesus, when He came to Nazareth, could there do no mighty
work!
Something is wrong. Something
must have slipped. What happened
when almighty God was stopped

a)

short in His path ? No, it was not the
devil who threw up a barricade, although, no doubt, he was the instigator of the crisis. What stupendous
force or power was it that blocked
the way so that God could not deliver those who were in such sore
need of deliverance? For, no doubt,
there were those there in Nazareth
who were more in need than the few
sick folk.
The answer is right there—"because of their unbelief." That is
what stuns us, their unbelief. Then
unbelief is stronger than the power
of God, for it stood in the way so
that Jesus could not do any mighty
work.
When we consider that nothing is
impossible with God, and when He
again and again challenges us with
the question, "Is anything too hard
for God?" we cannot help but be
staggered with this startling truth
that puny man can stand in the way
so that almighty God cannot do anything for him! Man's simple unbelief—simple but enormous, keeps him
from enjoying the riches of God's
grace. That is why the Israelites died
in the wilderness and were buried in
the desert, and that is why Jerusalem
was destroyed and the people suf-

fered untold horrors in A.D. 70. If
not all the pain and suffering and unhappiness in the world today, then a
large percent of it, is due to unbelief.
This brings us up to another
startling truth; that in one respect
God created us equal with Himself.
He has created us with a will, and
this is one sphere of man's existence
upon which God will not trespass. He
does everything possible to persuade
us by showing us the blessedness of
accepting His plan for us, and then
the utter futility and ruin of turning
our back on Him; but we must make
the decision, He will not force us
against our will. Man is supreme in
his own will. This is the one thing
God is asking us to turn over to Him;
and this the devil's strong-hold, and
has been from Eden down, and on
out to the gates of the lake of fire. I
will against God's will is the great
battle ground of all ages. Find the
people who have surrendered their
wills to the will of God and you find
yourself in the company with Abraham, Moses, Joshua, David, Daniel,
Isaiah, Paul and all the choice characters of all the ages. Read the 11th
chapter of Hebrews for confirmation.
We'need to be reminded that-Jesus said, "I will give unto you the
keys to the kingdom of heaven: and
whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth
shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall
be loosed in heaven." (Mat. 16:19)
Now turn over to Mat. 17:20 where
we see how we bind things by our
unbelief and how we loose things by
faith and prayer, for, "nothing shall
be impossible unto you."
Let us stop and pray. We are like
polliwogs wiggling around in the
stagnant and putrid atmosphere of
this wicked world when we should be
Joshua's marching from victory to
victory, defying all the hosts of the
enemy and taking every walled city
we come to, and subduing every
enemy under our feet, for every foot
of ground we tread upon is ours, and
not a man shall be able to stand before us. God has put us on an
equality with Himself, for He says,
"with God nothing shall be impossible," and then He turns around to
us and says, "nothing shall be impossible unto you." Let us rise up and
take the keys He has given us and
unlock the prison doors of unbelief
that have kept us cramped and cowed
long enough, and let us step out into
the glorious freedom in Christ, and
let all heaven know that we will no
longer stand in the way so that Jesus
could not.
Evangelical
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"Ladies' Missionary
Prayer Circle"
W. O. Winger
it was the lady Deborah who
Tforthchallenged
and roused Barak to go
to battle, when the man led
RULY

through to victory.
The lady Queen Esther was also in
a key position. Would she have acted
had not her uncle, the noble man
Mordecai, pointed out her own danger and her opportunity even in such
a trying time as this? Joining forces in prayer this worthy lady acted,
saying, "If I perish, I perish." This
is one of the most fascinating Bible
narratives of, not only deliverance of
the Jews, but also that of many who
joined their ranks from the godly cooperation of these two people.
When those worthy ladies in tears
who waited patiently at the empty
tomb, were told by the angel to "Go
quickly," they ran to tell the men, the
Disciples, to meet Jesus in Galilee.
This godly cooperation of ladies and
men led by the all-wise and lovingGod, in waiting on and receiving the
Holy Spirit, launched the glorious
beginning of the Christian Church
when thousands were saved. This
again was really Christian cooperation by ladies and men.
In one of our good church districts,
ladies worked very courageously with
the L.M.P.C. program. Only a very
faithful few could get transportation,
baby-sitters, etc., to relieve them
when needed for this special meeting
on a Thursday afternoon. Finally the
ladies spoke to the men of the Church
Board and all agreed to join the L.
M.P.C. with the weekly prayer
meeting in the Church once a month.
This not only relieved the transportation but also the baby-sitting problem, as fathers and mothers
all attended. Multiplied unity means
more strength, and more are becoming interested and join the circle.
Burdens in prayer are shared by ladies and men alike. Recently it was
very heartening to hear, when the
ladies were asking for old clothing to
send to a needy pioneer worker to sell
for her support, a layman suggested
that they also send some paper
money. This was done with great
blessing to the needy worker, also
with blessing to the members of this
combined group.
May we make this plea in closing?
Sisters, invite the brethren into your
meetings, and united prayers. Brethren, "Quit you like men, be strong"
November 18, 1957

Thanks for Everything
Dorothy C. Haskin
he little seven-year-old girl bowed
Tprayed,
her head and in a low voice
"Dear Lord, thank you for

the food. We appreciate it. In Jesus'
name, Amen."
Her mother bit her lip and patiently poured the milk in Carol's
oatmeal. There had been a tug at
her heart when her daughter had
used the word appreciate. Such a
Ion-y word for such a little girl!
There was only one reason why she
had used it: she had heard her
mother say it often. And Carol's
mother recognized that without conscious effort she was teaching her
little girl not only words, but also attitudes.
How important it is that we Christians train ourselves to be thankful.
How frequently we are encouraged
in the Lord (Psalm 105:1). And how
much there is for which to be thankful at each stage of our children's
lives.
My neighbor was going to have
her second child, and I asked her,
"What do you want this time, a girl
or a boy?"
"I don't care which," she replied
with a happy smile. "I'll be thankful
so long as the baby's normal."
The baby was. And the mother
was thankful. In this day when
there is so much stir to accept and
help those children who are not normal, a mother should be especially
thankful when her children are
healthy. In the great design of God,
He has decreed that some should
have the extra grace of accepting
situations that are not normal.
Therefore, there should be an extra
thankfulness when one does not have
to adjust to the difficult situation,
in helping those worthy sisters. Let
us earnestly pray for a united front,
for in unity there is strength. This
will also inspire our young men to
embrace their blessed privilege of
full-time service at home or abroad.

but can say, "Thank You, Lord, for
giving my child standard equipment."
All of Flora's five children were
normal, and for that she was thankful, but they weren't average. That
is, they didn't receive average grades
in school. They were always at or
near the end of the class. Flora was
ambitious for her children.
She
hadn't been allowed to go to college,
neither had her husband, and so
she determined that her children
should go. However, none of them
received grades that showed up to
college standard. That was because
their talents lay in other lines. One
boy became a wizard in radio, another as a carpenter, one girl became
a gym teacher, and the other two
daughters were "born mothers."
It took Flora many years and
many hours of prayer to be thankful
that her children filled their own
places in the world. They didn't fill
the places she coveted for them, but
she learned to say, "Thank you, Lord,
that you have given each one his
own talent."
And there was Millie. She, like
many another mother, wanted her
only son Tom to marry a girl with
both beauty and brains. Tom met
Jocelyn at college. She worked in
one of the offices. She was a plain
girl but he was attracted to her.
Only Millie's deep love for her son
made her consent to the marriage.
Five years after the wedding, Tom
was afflicted with an incurable disease and Jocelyn nursed him devotedly. Millie learned to be grateful
for her daughter-in-law. Both beauty
and brains might have been discontented with a man tied to a wheel
chair, but Jocelyn's love did not vary
with his physical condition. Millie
learned to say, "Thank you, Lord,
for a plain girl with a beautiful
heart."
Look the situation over carefully
and you will find that you can "in
everything give thanks" (I Thessalonians 5:18.)
(Copr. ERA, 1957)
(5)

MiSStONS
As I Return to Africa
If the Christian Church of our day
is to justify her claims to perpetuate
His ministry and to show forth His
Spirit, nothing less than the evangelization of the entire world can be her
objective. How can we as Christians
make the most headway with our
great task? What courses of procedure are open to us if we are to share
with Christ this ministry of the healing of the world?
Each Christian must search for his
own answer to this question and once
that answer is found then it is time
to take some path of action. Leaving
America to return to Africa is merely taking the next step in the path He
has planned for me. There is great
satisfaction in knowing that we
never need to take one step without
His promise to go with us and pre-

Edith Miller

"Arise and Go . . . "
"And he (Saul) said, 'Lord, what
wilt thou have me to do?' And the
Lord said unto him, 'Arise and go

Dorothy M. Martin

pare the way before us. Even the
smallest attempt to evangelize would
be futile if done in our own strength.
This time of furlough has given me
a new appreciation for the organized efforts of the prayer groups of
the church and their interest in their
missionaries and the African church.
Returning to the task in Africa gives
me the feeling of belonging to a cooperative effort in which we are truly
working together for His cause.
Dorothy M. Martin

done and experience could be developed. The greatest channel I was
privileged to work in was at Mt.
Holly Springs, where a new Sunday
school was started. For three years,
we worked, prayed, and watched the
Lord work in the hearts of men and
women, boys and girls. It was
through the work at that place that I
feel I gained my most practical experience in working with people, facing problems, seeking the Lord's
guidance, and learning more dependance upon the Holy Spirit.
Now as I go to the land where the
Lord has directed, it is with confidence that His Spirit will guide, direct and sustain, for He has promised in His Word, "Lo, I am with you
alway, even unto the end of the
world."
Edith Miller

t it

As a high school senior God spoke
to me in such a way that I knew I
was to "Arise and go" to the foreign
mission field. Throughout the four
years I spent at Messiah College,
various doors opened which presented definite means of preparing
for the mission field. Not only were
my- courses geared to preparation
for service, but opportunities opened
through which definite work could be
(6)

"Are We Able to Meet the
Challenge?"
A retired missionary answers the F. M. B.
Treasurer's question.
Harrisburg, Pa.
Sept. 30, 1957

Dear Bro. Ulery:
Greetings in the "wonderful" name of
Jesus.
When I first read your question, "Are

We Able to Meet the Challenge?" and the
accompanying report, my immediate reaction was an intense feeling of shame and
grief. Shame in that the Lord's treasury
should be so depleted as to call for such an
appeal. And grief, as I visualized multitudes in the vicinity of our Missions and
Outstations into whose hearts the light
has not yet sufficiently shined so as to dispel the darkness of centuries.
True, many of them have heard the Gospel more than once, others many times, but
how many of us would do or be better
than they if our heritage and environment
were what theirs is?
As I kept laying the need before the
"Lord of the harvest" my spirit rose in
joyful expectancy. Then one day the answer came, in the words, "We are able"—
"Our God will fight for us." I believe His
Word. Hallelujah!
Mabel Frey's letter today says, among
many other interesting items, "23 children
stayed for prayer—five were from those
Izilwane villages where the darkness is so
thick . . . Pray that somehow the Light of
Life might shine into that dark Mleja district."
I cannot but weep for joy as I think of
Sister Mabel's getting into the villages
from week to week. Being able to speak
their language so well, she can say, with
Ezekiel of old, "I sat where they sat." Oh,
how the Africans love to have their missionaries do just that! And who can estimate the valuable training which her students receive in such contacts ?
But what if there had been no money to
send her, or insufficient now to feed and
clothe her—as well as any of the other
missionaries ?
Again I say, by the grace of God "We
are able"—"Our God will fight for us."
If any one thinks that the great cause of
Christian Missions can progress without
sacrifice and conflict he should read Mabel's
words: "The devil contends for every inch
of ground taken in the Name of the Lord."
I'm glad she used that word, "taken."
Surely we in the homeland will take up
your challenge, and say with the poet,
"Then forward still, 'tis Jehovah's will,
Tho' the billows dash and spray; With a
conqu'ring tread we will push ahead, He'll
roll the sea away." Amen!
Very sincerely,
Naomi Lady
P.S.: I intended enclosing an offering in
this letter but I see that it should be sent
to Washingon Boro, so I shall do that.

Christmas Joys
"It is more blessed to give than to
receive." Sharing is the great joy of
Christmas. If you desire to remember
our Foreign Missionaries with a gift,
now is the time to plan. Your gifts
should reach the Missions Office not
later than November- 25 in order to
reach the Fields in time for Christmas distribution. Checks may be
made out to the "Foreign Mission
Board," or "Carl J. Ulery, Treas."
and mail all contributions to—
Office of the Treasurer,
Foreign Mission Board,
Brethren in Christ Church
Washington Bor.o,
Pennsylvania

Evangelical
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Photo Views of Our Mission Work in the Land of India

Beulah Arnold and Staff
S T ^ W a m ^ o w , "Dilaram"—Rest of heart

Leora Yoder and hcr

Staff

A garden in this sand?
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Dr. and Mrs. Paulus and Family

Digging the well.

Water on tap from the "Drum Reservoir"

family of three girls, there is some
cause for thanksgiving in her heart,
I suppose, but her eyes showed only
doomed despair. What chance has she
of ever rising above that mud floor
and the six-by-seven mud-walled
house? Dear Lord, the saddest part
of it all is that she is without a loving Saviour—without Your Light in
her heart. What a future!
And her husband, slowly plodding
" . . . an hungred . . . sick . . . in
day by day, takes home nineteen and
prison, and y e " — d i d what?
a half rupees every two weeks. Immediately eighteen rupees at least,
EAR Lord, tonight, as I bow before goes to the dukander (store keeper)
You, this world surely seems for food. With one and a half rupees
"topsy-turvy." I can still see that left, how can he try to clothe and
young village woman and her new keep his wife and tiny family clean?
baby in those dirty rags. The baby One yard of cloth costs him one rupee.
was covered with a filthy rag, and So they go without and wash their
she had on a ragged patched saree— rags at the well in cold water and no
as dirty as the mud floor she sat on. soap. No wonder her clothes look
Yes, because the baby is a boy in a. like mud!

"I had been out to the village, visiting a mother and her new baby of
eight days," said Mary Jane in an
accompanying note. "Her condition
was not unlike many other women,
but that night I could not get the picture of her out of my mind, and so I
'wrote this."

D
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Tonight, Lord, as I go to sleep on a
soft, clean bed, this young woman
lies on her rags on the hard mud
floor. Lord, You look down on both
of us; I thank You for the peace You
fill my heart with, but she knows no
loving, heavenly Father to pray to at
the end of the day. She has heard
about You often, but Satan blinds her
eyes by fierce, rigid Hindu customs
and superstitions until the Light cannot get to her dark heart. And, Lord,
she is only one of thousands.
But for Your mercy and grace, I
might be that young woman or one
of her thousands of sisters. I do not
ask to understand this mystery, Lord,
but I do know my responsibility is
greater, because of my privileges.
Lord, as I go to sleep tonight, I pray
again that Your love and mercy will
reach down and enter her dark heart.
Mary Jane Shoalts
(7)

The September issue of "The Dickinson Alumnus," carried this news
article concerning one of our l-W
men. Dr. Engle is the son of Brother
Albert Engle, Executive Secretary
of the Home Mission Board and
member of Messiah College faculty.

His wife is the former June Marie
Hostetter, a graduate of Elizabethtown College and an elementary
school teacher. They have three
daughters, Ardys Jean, 41/2; Joan
Marie, 2V2; and Karen Joy, ten
months.
0

Goes to Africa as a
Medical Missionary
after he completed his
internship, Dr. Joseph H. Engle,
A
'52, with his wife and three daughFEW DAYS

ft/A/£zJ§f/?/f£A

Sherman's Valley, Pa.
Sunday afternoon has proved a good time
for Pastor Marlin Ressler to take the
"fragrance of the Gospel" to those on the
western slopes of life. Where life is, there
can also be hope!

ters sailed for Capetown and then a
three-day journey northward to the
Macha Mission, Choma, Northern
Rhodesia, where he will be the only
medical doctor in the area. He has
been assigned to the hospital there
by the Brethren in Christ Church.
He will relieve Dr. Alvan Thuma
who during the past year supervised
the building of a new 80-bed hospital
with an outpatient department accommodating over a hundred patients a day. Dr. Engle will have
the assistance of two graduate nurses and 12 native girls will be in
training.
The mission is in the part of African which is now Rhodesia and Nysaland where work at the hospital has Pastor Ressler visits with a 90-year old
more than doubled in the past two
man in his community.
years. In making his last report,
What a product the enterprising pastor
Dr. Engle's predecessor wrote, "We
now know that the present building hasForto sell!
the great-granddaughter are the
program will not take care of those best stories ever told.
coming to us for treatment but we For her parents is the challenge of buildcontinue to build. The doctor's resi- ing a home in partnership with the eternal
dence was completed in July. The God.
For Grandma is the serene security that
African nurses' home was built, and Heaven
provides for the difficult years
the first half of the hospital, a build- ahead.
ing 273 feet by 33 feet, was put unFor Great-Grandpa the message promder roof in 1956. Now the plaster- ises a celestial dawn beyond the sunset!
"Wherefore, comfort one another with
ing, plumbing and painting is starting. We have laid out the second these words."
half of the hospital and the men are From the SOUTH—
digging the foundation trenches
It was mid-summer. During the Sunday
while the ground is still soft from morning preaching service a father began
to weep. He was born-again but God was
the rain."
speaking to his heart. Right there in his
Dr. Thuma reported that in 1955 seat he yielded and died out to kin-folk,
the daily inpatient average was 33 self, the opinions of others . . . even his
per day and that last year it rose to own means of livelihood.
It was settled! Quietly he took steps to
84 inpatients a day and 60 out-pafulfill
his vows to God. His tobacco crop
tients and "no one ventures that the was well
on the way toward harvest. There
end is in sight."
was no other way of earning the winter's
Born in Grantham, Penna. on food and clothing for himself, his wife, his
March 1, 1931, Dr. Engle was grad- five children. Already he had invested
cash and hard labor. But he gave
uated from the Messiah College A- borrowed
it up, trusting that his God would somecademy there and received his B. S. how see him through. His faithful wife
degree from the College in 1952. He stood loyally by amid false accusations
was graduated from Temple Univer- and warnings of those who had once been
sity School of Medicine in 1956 when close friends. Now they had turned their
he -received his M.D. degree and backs!
One year later: This father has a new
served his internship at Polyclinic testimony.
His family has been blessed as
Hospital, Harrisburg, Penn.
never before! God gave health, elimi(8)

nating doctor bills; the door was opened
tor unexpected employment that gave
greater cash return than the annual tobacco crop.
Increased prosperity, both temporally
and spiritually, has attended this man's
family since that Sunday morning.
From the empty files—
This is in defense of those Home Mission points which have not reported through
these columns in many months.
This can safely be said—they are busy,
they are witnessing, and they need your
prayers!
It is the opinion of this reporter that
these stations will be heard from if you
readers pray enough!

Financial Reports
N O S T H STAB MISSION
Financial Report
Third Quarter 1957
Receipts
Howard Creek Congregation
$
Candle Lake Congregation
Ontario Churches
W . M. P . C. — Ohio

60.00
8.00
349 07
l-LOO

Total
Deficit B a l a n c e

431.07
110.71

(6-30-57)

TOTAL RECEIPTS
Expenditures
Food
Transportation
R e n t , fuel, u t i l i t i e s
Gen. C h u r c h n e e d s
Prom, a n d Adv
Evangelist—summer campaign
Miss Agnus Heslop
N. C a n a d a E v a n g e l i c a l M i s s i o n

I

32036
190.80
95.00
7.74
1.40
16.77
25^00
10.00
3.00

Total Expenditures
349 71
Deficit B a l a n c e (9-30-57)
29.35
Special N e e d s a n d P r o j e c t s F u n d
B a l a n c e (6-30-57)
6.12
Sale—Jeep
_
150.00
Total
Jeep expenses

156.12

Expenditures

B A L A N C E (9-30-57)

55.50
$

100.62

HOME M I S S I O N B O A R D OP T H E
B R E T H R E N I N CHRIST CHURCH
A n d r e w Slag-enweit, T r e a s u r e r ,
U. S. A. R e p o r t
J u l y , A u g u s t , S e p t e m b e r , 1957
Balance, t r a n s f e r from Dale Ulery,
T r e a s u r e r , J u l y 1, 1957
% 2,908.23
Receipts
General fund—churches
% 6,053.44
General fund—persons
804.14
Specials
557.12
Interest income
15.00
Transfer from Annuity fund

7,429.70
3,000.00

Total receipts and transfers
13,337.93
Expenditures
Personnel allowances a n d expense
6,550.25
Board s e c r e t a r y s a l a r y a n d expense..
718.56
Travel expenses
289.77
J e w i s h w o r k in N e w T o r k
225.00
Annuity interest
155.25
.Special p u r p o s e g i f t s
557.12
Tuition
16.00
Legal expenses
200.00
Rents
727.00
Retirement
150.00
Institute expense
228.95
Bank service
1.25
Trailer
Navajo well

Capital E x p e n d i t u r e s

9,819.15
% 525.00
1,820.00
2,345.00
12,164.15

Other
Virginia parsonage, receipt
Virginia parsonage, retirement

1,173.78
20.76
20.76
0

B A L A N C E , S E P T E M B E R 30, 1957 ....% 1,173.78
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We have been cautioned that a
"slip of the lip might sink a
ship," but profane language often results in disaster of far
greater proportions.

Let's Campaign for

CLEAN SPEECH
Donald F. Ackland in Home Life

G words.
wash your

had a cure for naughty the way he picks up the habit from
"Come here and let me another.
mouth out!" Somehow
Right here is where this question
the taste of soap, applied with de- touches you and me. How careful
liberate freeness, made ugly talk un- are you with your words ?
popular. It was a case of lather to
The thought of a child whose only
stop the blather!
familiarity with the name of Christ
But Grandma's well-soaped face is through profanity distresses us.
cloth would be scarcely adequate for We are hurt to the point of protest,
the present epidemic of loose speech. maybe, when the sacred name is blasProfanity has moved out from the phemously used in our presence. A
poolroom and the liquor bar and has ball game can be spoiled for us beinvaded the drawing room and the cause the man on the bleacher exschool. Magazines, movies, and the presses his excitement by taking the
radio have helped to introduce into Lord's name in vain.
everyday use words and phrases
But how many of us are entirely
which, a few years ago, would have without guilt in this respect?
brought a blush to the cheeks of de"POLITE" PROFANITY
cent people.
Has it ever occurred to you how
When George Bernard Shaw pub- respectable people "let off steam"
lished "Pygmalion" forty years ago, with expletives which border on
people were shocked by one vulgar the blasphemous? Look at "Jeepers
adjective. Now almost no one ex- Creepers!" and "Jimminy Cricket!"
presses surprise at the profanity for example.
Is it mere coinwhich is offered for public consump- cidence that the initials with which
tion in the theater and in literature. these words begin are the first letters
At one time swear words were indi- in Jesus Christ? Considered this way,
cated in printed material by a dis- even "Gee!" and "Gee-whiz!" may
creet dash. Today nothing is left to not be as innocuous as at first apthe reader's imagination.
pears.
"That's all to the good," says the
The fact is that many who would
cheap-jack philosopher. "Our gener- shrink from using an oath employing
ation is through with hypocrisy. It the divine name get by with substitudoesn't believe in cover up. We of tions which are too obvious to be misthe twentieth century are realistic, understood. So watch your words!
and would rather have things in the Protest against open profanity loses
open than hide them behind a screen some of its force when disguised proof mock modesty."
fanity is approved.
By the same token, of course, we
Remember, it was to the religious
ought to expose our cities' sewers, purists of his day that Jesus said,
put cases of hideous disease on pub- "Let your communication be Yea, yea;
lic exhibition, and exhume the putre- Nay, nay"; that is, do not embroider
faction of the grave!
speech with unnecessary emphases,
The Christian conscience believes protestations, or oaths. "Whatever is
otherwise. Corruption carries con- more than these," he added, "cometh
tagion—and that goes for corrupt of evil," because extravagance of
speech. Suppress it, and it will die. speech leads to profanity and blasExpress it, and it will spread its phemy and serves not to strengthen
evil influence far and wide. Bad statements but to weaken them.
language is always learned. A man
Isn't it significant that Jesus menmay die swearing, but he is never tioned certain things as unsuitable
born swearing. Somewhere along for careless talking? "Swear not at
RANDMA
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all," he said, "neither by heaven; for
it is God's throne: nor by the earth;
for it is his footstool; neither by Jerusalem ; for it is the city of the great
King" (Matt. 5:34-35). In His estimation, things with religious associations need to be treated with reverence. What do you suppose, then, is
His opinion of "Good heavens!" and
"Holy Smoke!"
The defense, "We don't mean anything when we use such words," contains its own condemnation. There is
no such thing as a verbal vacuum. If
those who use careless talk give no
significance to it, those who listen to
it are free to draw their own conclusions. And they do ! Be sure of this,
that the Christian who uses curse
words and near-profanity loses out in
the estimation of those who expect
better things of him.
LANGUAGE AND RELIGION

The real truth is that language is a
fair indication of a man's spiritual
standing. When the ladies withdrew
and male conversation took a plunge
for the worse, a well-known preacher
quietly remarked: "Gentlemen, do
not forget that the Holy Spirit is still
here—and he is more sensitive than
any lady."
So let's clean up our conversation!
For the sake of good speech. Bad
language is the vocabulary of the intellectual pauper. It adds nothing of
value to a man's utterance and takes
away. everything of refinement and
grace.
For the sake of good manners. Profanity is the discourtesy of the gutter.
We have no right to abuse the ears of
others any more than we have right
to molest their persons.
For the sake of good example. Children who hear mild expletives in the
home cannot be blamed when they
descend to the more lurid language of
the streets.
For the sake of pure religion. Peter
was not alone in denying his Lord
when "he began to curse and to
swear." No Christian who practices
the careful walk will be guilty of
careless talk.
It is "mean and low," and so it labels those who use it.
It is contrary to "sense and character," so people of integrity and
character will shun it.
It is an "insult" to heaven, which
should make every Christian avoid it.
It is "foolish and wicked," and
that's reason enough to fight against
it.
So watch your words. Remember
that Jesus said, "Every idle word
that men shall speak, they shall give
account thereof" (Matt. 12:36).
(9)

It reminded me of Father Taylor, a bugs—snap! snap! and a little light.
little known Bostor preacher to sea- Then all dark as ever." Not much to
man of the early 19th century. Walt a sermon like that either.
Whitman said of him that he was the
I liked what he had to say about
only essentially perfect orator he had the Apostle Peter. He was "the last
ever heard. Edward Everett described end of a thunderstorm softened by
What a Job—One Day a Week! his as a walking Bethel. One young the breath of the Almighty." Thunder
sailor said after one of his powerful is all right but as a rule it is most
HE PASTOR is in a peculiar position. messages "That must be the Holy effective in touching souls if it is
His time is supposed to be his own Ghost we read of in the New Testa- "softened by the Almighty." Preach
to sinners that they are going to hell
—but he is subject to the most exact- ment."
Of a sermon which must have been with no uncertainty, but have them
ing Master of all time, which means
that he must conscientiously always like the one described in the verse he feel that your heart is broken because
be on the job. He teaches, but he must said: "If your text had had the small- they are.
often solicit his own classes. He seeks pox your sermon would never have
There is a hidden truth worth
to be a healer without pills or scalpel. caught it." He thought a minister thinking about in his description of
He is sometimes called upon to be a should have good terminal facilities. the early Methodist ministers. He
lawyer, an editor, a publicity agent, a Of one who lacked this quality he observed that they were "like camels
builder, a janitor, a classroom in- said: "I believe in the everlasting bearing the most costly spices on
structor, a psychologist, a social Gospel, but I don't believe in its be- their backs while they themselves
worker, a painter, a bit of a philoso- ing preached everlastingly."
feed on thistles." Now don't miss the
pher, a decorative piece for public
And that reminds me of a certain point of this one. Among other
functions and he is supposed to be a occasion when I thought I had done things he means that they weren't
scholar with a ready solution to every quite well in the pulpit, a man shook feasting themselves and feeding the
problem.
my hand at the door and said, "A ser- people thistles. He sees the spirit of
He visits the sick—those who are mon to be immortal doesn't need to self-denial which has always accomsick physically and those who are sick be eternal." I got his point quite panied the sermon that doesn't "fail
spiritually. He marries folks. He clearly.
to reach a soul."
buries the dead. He labors to conOf another minister whose sermon
Let us pray for sermons in the pulsole those who sorrow and to admon- must have been like our bit of verse, pit that will reach souls in the pew.
ish those who sin. He plans pro- Father Taylor said, "He is a big gull Remember, "Give me Scotland or I
grams. He appoints committees when full of wind, coarse feathers, and bad die!" "Break me! break me!" It was
he can get them. He spends consider- meat." You see he was a minister to this prayer that brought the revival
able time in keeping people out of seamen. And seamen knew there to Wales. Let us "weep between the
each other's hair. He tries to stay wasn't much good food in a seagull. porch and the altar." Our sermons
sweet when chided for not doing his It's bad if a sermon is as unsavory as are practically worthless unless they
duty.
that.
reach the souls of those who hear and
Between times he prepares serOf another group he expressed it move them into action for God, or
mons and preaches them on Sunday like this: "They are like lightning leave them with conscience smitten.
to those who don't happen to have
any other engagement. Then on Monday he smiles when some jovial
friend ( ?) roars: "What a job—one
day a week!"
The Greatest of These is Soul Winning
—H. W. H. in Gospel Herald
Dr. Joseph Clark

PREACHERS

T

Selvar the Seer Sez—

T

day a friend of mine
sent me a bit of verse and suggested that perhaps a place could be
found for it on the preacher's page.
And then he added that it had been
smiting his conscience for some time
as he would glance at it on the desk
in his study. It is entitled "A Beautiful Sermon" but the subject is written like this A "Beautiful" Sermon.
You see, "Beautiful" is emphasized
for the sake of irony. Here it is :
HE OTHER

"His sermon had the usual heads,
And subdivisions fine;
The language was as delicate
And graceful as a vine;
It had the proper opening,
Twas polished as a whole,
It had but one supreme defect—
It failed to reach a soul."

(10)

I speak with the tongues
of scholarship and though I use
Tapproved
methods of education and
HOUGH

fail to win my pupils to Christ or
to build them up in Christian
character, I am become as the
moan of the wind in a Syrian desert.
And though I have the best of
teaching skill and understand all
mysteries of religious psychology,
and though I have all Biblical
knowledge and lose not myself in
the task of winning others to
Christ, I am become as a cloud of
mist in an open sea.
And though I read all Sunday
school literature, attend conventions and institutes and summer
schools, and yet am satisfied with

less than winning my pupils to
Christ and establishing them in
Christian character and service, it
profiteth nothing.
The soul-winning teacher, the
character-building teacher, suffereth long and is kind; he envieth
not the others who are free from
the teaching task; he vaunteth
not himself; is not puffed up with
intellectual pride.
Such teacher doth not behave
himself unseemly between Sundays, seeketh not his own comfort,
is not easily provoked. He beareth
all things, believeth all things,
hopeth all things. And now abideth knowledge, methods, soul winning, these three; but the greatest
of these is soul winning.—Link
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Farewell to Our Pastor
UR HEARTS were filled with disappointment this summer when
O
we learned that Bro. Lofthouse and

his wife were leaving us. Our pastor felt that the door had opened for
him to continue his college work, and
though we regret that he had to
leave Toronto, we are happy that he
is in the Lord's will.
Having served us for some four
years, we have learned to love and
appreciate them very much. They
have been an inspiration to each one
here to live a true Christian life.
Our Toronto church is made up of
young people. We have had our problems at one time or another and we
have always felt free to go to Bro.
Lofthouse for counsel. We were always kindly received.
In a large city there are temptations confronting our youth that the
A story, founded on fact, by Mabel P. Smith
country young person probably
knows nothing about. Bro. Loft"Why," thought he, "should my
house was a real help to us.
OM LESLIE was making his last elevator trip down for the day, and family, all of them God's children, be
He fed our souls with his messages each Sunday. He seemed to his passenger was Al Griffin, the deprived of a real Thanksgiving dininclude an encouraging word for janitor for the big Worrell Furniture ner through no fault of their own?"
He would not apply for aid as he
each one, whatever the vocation in House.
and
his wife had promised the Lord
life.
"Well, Tom," said Mr. Griffin,
We include here a special note of "seems to me you don't look as happy to ask for the supply of their needs
thanks for Mrs. Lofthouse.
Her as you ought to, with Thanksgiving from Him alone. "God has never
task as a pastor's wife wasn't al- only two days away. Got your turkey failed us before," he said to himself.
"Has He this time?" Then he began
ways easy, but we remember the yet?"
to
realize that doubt was creeping incalm, serene way in which she did
He little guessed how that question
her part.
cut Mr. Leslie to the heart. The man to his heart. " 0 Lord," he prayed
Young People from the Toronto Mission
did not smile, but replied, "Turkey silently, as he hung to a strap in the
—me buy a turkey, when this is the crowded car, "forgive me for this unsecond week's work I've had in two belief, and for the spirit of bitterness
months—and no pay until next week I showed when I talked with Mr.
Crusade Echoes
—and a wife and six children to pro- Griffin. Help me to stand firm on
vide for! If they get even beef-stew Thy promises."
HEN Mr. Worrell and his wife reGeorge Beverly Shea, the world's and potatoes for Thanksgiving dinturned home that evening the
most well-known singer of Gospel ner, I'll be thankful."
songs and a recording artist of RCA
Mr. Griffin placed a friendly hand special delivery letter was under the
for many years, received one of his on Mr. Leslie's shoulder. "Sorry I door, with a note of explanation from
greatest compliments during the mentioned it, Tom, but I had no idea the janitor.
'"That surely is thoughtful in Al to
Billy Graham New York Crusade.
you were in such a hard place. But
A little girl, listening with her cheer up; it might be worse, you bring it over to us," said Mr. Worrell.
mother as he sang a solo, said:
know." Then he continued, "I'll have "It must have come to the office early
"I don't think they are treating to go out with you and lock up. Have this morning. I understand it now.
Mr. Shea right. He is good enough a special delivery letter to the boss. I I opened the window as soon as I
to sing in the choir."
found it behind the waste-basket. reached the office, and a gust of wind
It Avas a pretty good compliment, Tried to phone but couldn't get an blew some of the mail off the desk,
too, for the 2,000-voice choir.
answer—nothing left but to take it and scattered it around. I simply didn't discover this one."
to the house."
"What do you think!" exclaimed
Bidding each other good-night, Mr.
Said a radio executive, "If Billy
Graham came in off the streets as an Leslie boarded a car for home. It Mrs. Worrell, who had been reading
unknown, I wouldn't give him a jpb was crowded with people, all of the letter while her husband was
as an announcer. But I wish our an- whom seemed happy and loaded down talking. "Helen says Ray's mother is
nouncers had a tenth of his ability with packages. Before he realized it, not well enough to come here with
them, and his sister wants us all to
he was envying them.
to get a message across to people."

The Wind That Brought
A Thanksgiving Dinner

T

W
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take dinner with them at the farm."
"That's surely too bad," said Mr.
Worrell, "after the turkey and all the
other things have been purchased."
"Yes," added Mrs. Worrell, "and
I've bought a five-pound fruitcake,
and made dozens of cookies, and Mrs.
Harvey is baking four pies to be delivered tomorrow. What ever will we
do with all those things? That was
surely an 'ill wind' for us. We could
have saved all that expense if we had
received that letter this morning."
Mr. Worrell looked troubled. "I
wish we knew of some worthy family
who won't be having a big dinner.
We could send the food to them."
"How about your employees? Do
you know of any of them who might
need it?" asked his wife.
"No," he answered, "none that I
know of. I did put on a couple of
new men lately, but I know nothing
of how they are fixed; but Mr. Griffin
would know if anyone did. I'll talk
with him about it in the morning. Of
course, we could send the things to
the Salvation Army, but I'd rather
give them to some family we know
about."

see," she replied, lifting a lunch-cloth
from a clothes-basket that stood on
the table. A turkey's head hung over
the edge, and a note was tied to its
neck.
The basket was heaped with bags
and packages, which the children had
been eager to examine. Mother said,
"No—not till Papa comes to enjoy
it with us."

(W

Next issue of the Evangelical Visitor, December 2, will begin a series
on this page by Paul Boyer, Dayton,
Ohio. In July he completed his overseas service in Paris, France and is
now en route around the world, visiting Brethren in Christ Missions,
MCC Units and many other points of
interest. Interesting and well-written, you will not want to miss one of
the series.

THANKSGIVING
a once-a-year obligation? Do
give thanks on Thanksgiving
Idayswe and
then say that is enough for
THIS

S Mr. Leslie went home the next
evening with just two packages,
A
he found it hard to believe that even

at that late hour, their prayers might
yet be answered. He was thinking
especially of little four-year-old
Joyce, who had confidently told him
that morning, as he kissed her goodbye, that God was going to send them
a "really truly turkey" and lots of
nice things, " 'cause we've been asking Him real much for them."
"Lord, please do answer their prayers," he pled with a longing heart.
After leaving the car, he walked up
to their cottage by way of the alley,
for he shrank from having the neighbors see how few groceries he was
carrying. As he neared the open
kitchen door, he heard his wife and
children singing, "Praise God from
Whom all blessings flow." He stood
still. What did it mean? Were they
trying to keep up their courage by
singing the doxology?
Just then young Frank called out,
"There's Papa," and he rushed to
meet him, crying, " 0 Papa, you can't
guess! The Lord did! He did! He
did!"
"Did what, Frankie boy?" asked
his father.
"Come and see!" and the other
children gathered about him, all
happy and excited, while his wife
stood smiling at him through happy
tears.
"What's happened, Becky?" he
asked his wife.
"Just look under that cover and

COMING!

"Oh, Mamma, hurry and let's look
at the things," begged several voices.
But Mr. Leslie quieted them, saying,
"Children, let us not open a single
package until we first kneel right
down here and thank God for them;
and ask Him to forgive me for not believing as I should have done."
"Oh, we've already thanked Him,"
said little Joyce; "but it's nice enough
to thank Him for everything over
again, isn't it?"
"It surely is, little Sunbeam," answered her father, and his eyes grew
moist as the family knelt with him
to thank God for His tender love and
care.
On rising from his knees, Mr. Leslie opened the note.
It contained only these words of
Scripture:
"Stormy wind fulfilling His Word."
(Psalm 148:8)
"I don't understand how that passage applies to these Thanksgiving
blessings," said Mr. Leslie.
"It certainly is a mystery," said his
wife. "No name signed either, and
the delivery man said he didn't know
the man who sent them."
"Well, dear ones, we do understand
one blessed mystery, which is, that
God loves us and has answered our
prayers. It is enough just to know
that."
—Light and Life Evangel

the year? Are we thankful only for
our blessings? What is a thankful
heart ?
Perhaps we can find the answer to
these questions if we take a backward
look at the Pilgrims. They proclaimed
a Thanksgiving Day out of the gratitude of their hearts for God's lovingkindness and mercies. They were already thankful and no doubt had
many times given thanks before this
day for the barest necessities, for a
mere existence, for food, for clothes,
for shelter which we probably today
would not consider much of a shelter,
much less a home. How much more
do we owe God for an abundance of
these necessities with conveniences
multiplied? We know little or nothing of the hardships these people had
in securing their existence. But they
forgot their problems, heartaches
and difficulties in gratitude for their
blessings.
To give public acknowledgment one
day a year for God's goodness and
then forget His everyday care, failing to give thanks, is a mere mockery.
On the other hand how beautiful to
supplement a year-round genuinely
grateful heart by a public acknowledgment of God's loving-kindness to
each of us, even His loving-kindness
in sending difficulties and heartaches.
Many times, yes, to those who love
God, every time, they are blessings in
disguise. Do we give thanks for even
these? If we will allow God to speak
to us amid these perplexities they
can bring real blessing—blessing
which cannot be obtained in any
other way. These are not just ideas;
I have found these things to be true.
I think the Apostle Paul summed
up a truly thankful heart when he
said, "I have learned in whatsoever
state I am therewith to be content."
From Niagara Christian College
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The Messiah Cornerstone Service
ITH A colorful autumn backW
ground, the Cornerstone Service
for the new Messiah College Library

was held Sunday, October 13.
The service opened with the singing of the Alma Mater accompanied
by the Brass Ensemble. President
j& #**'
..•

"WiWMLri
Hostetter expressed his gratitude for
the occasion by saying, "I am deeply
grateful to God, and to the friends of
Messiah College for their prayers
and gifts which have made this service possible."
Reverend Samuel Wolgemuth spoke
on the subject "The Cornerstone in
Education": "In this present dayyoung people desperately need a good
Christian foundation. The only true
foundation, the only true cornerstone
of education is faith based on Jesus
Christ. With this basis education has
as its ultimate goal the saving of the
unsaved."
Miss Ruth N. Musser, college librarian, gave a brief history of the
Messiah College library, "Relating
the Past to the Future." She pointed
out that the library has been located
in the Administration Building since
1932, but not without repeated, necessary enlargements. She concluded
by saying, "In this present day in
which the library is the hub of the
educational institution, adequate library facilities are vital."
Mr. Jesse Lehman, contractor for
the library, presented a box containing many library documents to Miss
Musser, who in turn presented it to
President Hostetter who placed the
box in the cornerstone.
Erwin Thomas gave a prayer • of
thanksgiving, which was followed by
the singing of the Doxology.
November 18, 1957

Home-coming Week End at
Messiah, October 12 and 13
President Hostetter's words of welcome opened the first session of our
Home-coming week end at Messiah
College. During the intermission between the two one-act plays presented by the Platform Arts Club, the
college social committee served an informal tea.
The Sunday morning sermon by
Rev. Aaron Stern, Mill Hall, Pennsylvania, gave a challenging note, "The
Power of a Vision."
Samuel Herr, baritone from Buffalo, New York, and the college choral
society participated in the second session on Sunday which preceded the
cornerstone service for the new college library.
The round table discussion Sunday
evening on "Problems I Found In
Getting an Education and How I
Solved Them" was very capably
handled by four alumnae with
their chairman, Jacob Kuhns. After
selections by the academy chorus, Dr.
Edward T. Horn, III, pastor of
Trinity Lutheran Church, Germantown, Pennsylvania, stimulated each
one to do his best in "Laying a
Thorough Foundation for Christian
Service."
Evangelist at Upland
Rev. Roy Sider of Sherkston, Ontario, Canada scheduled by the college through the sponsorship of the
Student Christian Life Committee,
spoke evangelistic messages in academy chapel services the week of October 14th, and in the college chapel
services the week of October 21. Rev.
Sider is also serving as evangelist in
revival meetings at the college church
nightly, October 13-27.
Christian Workers' Band
in Action
Christian Workers' Band, an Upland College student organization has
swung into action following their annual organizational workshop which
featured Miss Janna Goins as speaker.

Professor Owen Alderfer, faculty
sponsor announced the officers for
this year's C. W. B.: President, Maurice Bender; Secretary-Treasurer,
Nancy Whitlow; Vice President,
Charles Rickel. In addition to the
executive officers, leaders were appointed to head six gospel teams:
Dorcas Kline, Charles Rickel, Ralph
Rickel, Gladys Weaver, Donnabelle
Jeffries, and Darrell Parks.
These six teams will travel to the
following eleven locations throughout
the year: Door of Hope Mission, Los
Angeles; Pasadena Brethren in Christ
Church; Boys' Camp, San Gabriel
Canyon; Chino Brethren in Christ
Church; Yucca Valley Community
Church; Moreno Brethren in Christ
Church; Victorville Youth for Christ;
Chino Pilgrim Holiness Church; San
Bernardino Jail; LeRoy Boys' Home,
La Verne; and Alta Loma Manor,
Home for the Aged.
Board Meets in Annual Meeting
The Board of Trustees of Upland
College met in their annual meeting
Saturday, October 26th, under direction of Maynard Book, Chairman.
Members of the Board of Trustees
and their families traveled to California from various parts of the
United States for this annual review
of the college's business affairs.
When announcing the annual board
meeting Mr. Book said, "In looking
at the overall picture of the college,
it appears that we have one of the
finest staffs and student bodies in our
history, with this year's student body
showing an increase of 22.2% in total
college enrollment."
U. C. Librarian
Attends CLA Convention
Miss Miriam A. Bowers, Librarian
and Assistant Professor of English
at Upland College, attended the annual convention of the California
Library Association at Memorial
Auditorium, Fresno, California, October 16-18.
A resident of Upland, Miss Bowers
received her A.B. degree from La
Verne College, completed extensive
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work in Literature at Claremont
Graduate School, and is now working
on her thesis for the degree of Master
of Library Science at Immaculate
Heart College, Graduate Department
of Library Science, Los Angeles,
California.
After joining the Upland College
teaching staff in 1939, Miss Bowers
left the campus for service in relief
work in Europe in the fall of 1947
and returned to Upland College in
the summer of 1954. She served in
the administration of the college as
Registrar from 1945-47 and 1954-57.

Revival Meetings
Al Wilkes at Valley Chapel, Ohio,Novemmer 20-24; Luke L. Keefer at New Guilford,
Pa., November 3-17; John N. Hostetter at
Stayner, Ontario, (United Missionary)
November 3-17.
Guest Speakers
October 13, Martin Schrag at Carlisle,
Pa.; Samuel Wolgemuth at Pequea, Pa.;
November 10, Earl Musser at Grantham,
Pa.
Bulletin-bits
The Young People from Southern Ohio
sponsored a special "all age" rally, Monday
evening, October 28. The service was held
in the Bethel High School auditorium with
Samuel Wolgemuth as guest speaker.
The Carlisle, Pa., church featured Sunday, October 20 as Missionary Day. Rev.
and Mrs. Earl Musser, home from Africa,
were guest speakers for the day.
A quote from The Navajo News:
PLANES TRANSFER PATIENTS—"With
the cooperation of the federal health service, Dr. Heise has been able to transfer
several special cases to the County-Indian
Hospital in Albuquerque. Planes landing
on the road in front of the Mission provide
much excitement for all, including the
school children who enjoy an extended recess."
The Christ's Crusaders of Zion, Kansas,
rendered a special program of vocal and
instrumental music at the Pleasant Hill
Church, Brown County, Kansas, Sunday
evening, November 3.
The annual Lancaster County Missionary
Convention convened October 27-30. Services were held in the Elizabethtown church,
with the closing rally in the Mt. Joy High
School Auditorium. Dr. and Mrs. Alvan
Thuma, recently returned from Africa, Rev.
and Mrs. Earl Musser and others participated in the convention. The closing rally
was addressed by Dr. Clyde Taylor, E P M A
executive secretary.
Beginning November 3, Donald Shafer is
serving as assistant pastor to Henry S.
Miller at Elizabethtown, Pa.
Cedar Grove, Mifflintown, Pa.
July 10-27 was a time of revival in our
midst as we engaged in a tent meeting located on Bro. Jacob Wert's farm. The evening of the 11th was devoted to missions
when .we were privileged to have Bro. and
Sr. Joe Smith with us and share a report
of their work.
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We appreciated the messages of Bro.
Ross Morningstar, also the workers in person of Bro. and Sr. Earl Martin, Sr. and
Sr. Margaret Lehnor and Sr. Esther Ebersole.
The 11 o'clock morning prayer meetings
were an inspiration to those who could attend. One soul prayed through to victory
at one of these prayer meetings.
Aug. 13 evening—Bishop Luke Keefer officiated at a dedication service for Bro.
and Sr. Merle Peachy. They gave their
testimonies and farewell and were dedicated
as Home Mission workers. The following
morning Bro. and Sr. Peachy with their
family left for the mission field of Kentucky.
Aug. 14 Miss Helen Longenecker a returned missionary from Cuba who was
visiting friends spoke to us of her work in
the prayer meeting. She was en route to
her home in Upland, Calif.
Aug. 18 Bishop Jacob Bowers was a
visitor in our congregation and brought the
message.
Sept. 8, evening Christ's Crusaders had
as guest speaker David Peachy who gave
experience he had while in Pax service.
Sept. 14 was Harvest Meeting. Bishop
Luke Keefer brought the meditation of the
afternoon. This was followed with communion service in the evening. We appreciated having Bro. Paul Hess and family
share these services with us. Most of all
we appreciated the presence of the Lord as
we once more commemorated His death and
suffering.
We covet your prayers for the work at
this place.
A. R. S.
Antrim Congregation, Greencastle, Pa.
Our annual Vacation Bible School convened July 8-22. The average attendance
was 232. The project was for a furnace
for the Philadelphia Mission. A total of
$500 was gathered on Friday evening.
Decision night on the second Thursday
night proved to be successful. Many children went forward to ask forgiveness for
their sins. Our closing night on Sunday
evening was very interesting. The children's parents and friends came to see
what the children had done. Bro. William
Rosenberry spoke to us and we enjoyed
music by the Melody Sisters. Bandages
were rolled for Africa to use for wounds.
Some scrapbooks were also made for children in hospitals. May the Lord richly
bless the efforts.
During the month of September an
American Indian was with us to tell of his
conversion, and Sr. Jonathan Muleya spoke
of the work in Africa.
Oct. 6 was Rally Day with 194 present.
Bro. Carlton Wittlinger brought the morning message. In the evening Joseph Ginder
told of his work in I-W service in Africa.
Martinsburg, Penna.
A remodeling program has begun at the
Martinsburg church which will practically
renovate the present building. Plans call
for additional and improved S. S. rooms;
nursery; church office; rest rooms; cloak
room and balcony. Two additions are being
built to the church, one to provide a stairway leading to all floors from basement to
balcony. The other, on the north end, to
provide space for recessed pulpit, entrance,
library and baptistry.
We were happy to be able to secure the
services of one of our brethren, Mr. Fred
Ebersole, of Martinsburg, as general contractor. While the contractor will do the

majority of the work, some will be done
by our local brethren.
This is a program which the Martinsburg people have been looking forward to
for a long time and we thank the Lord that
now the way has opened up that it could
begin. Presently, all services have been recalled at the Martinsburg church but due
to t h e welcome given us by the Woodbury
congregation we now worship with them.
We are hoping that for the most part the
program will be completed by the end of
this year. Pray for us.
J. E. S.
Hollowell Church News
Hollowell Youth Conference was held
Sept. 7-8. Saturday night the film "Seventeen" was shown. Bishop Henry Ginder,
our guest speaker for the Conference, gave
a fitting message after the showing of the
film. Sunday services: morning message by
Bro. Ginder; afternoon we divided in
groups, Bro. Ginder, adults, Ruth Zercher,
teenage girls, Ralph Wenger, teenage boys,
and 12 years and under, Feme Martin.
Special music during conference, Air
Hill Octette, Hollowell Sextette and Harold
Martin. Sunday evening song leader Harold
Zercher.
Sun., Sept. 15, Rev. Monroe S. Dourte
was guest speaker. He told about his recent trip to Europe during Y.F.C. World
Congress there. After the regular service,
we had a hymn sing for an hour, under
direction of Rev. Reuben Cantrell of Hagerstown Christian Youth Center.
Sun., Sept. 22, a week of Evangelistic
service began with the Rev. Erwin Thomas
from Nappanee, Indiana, our guest speaker.
Special music, and special nights were
held throughout the week. The services
were well attended. Spiritual victories were
won with souls seeking the Lord.
Oct. 6 the Forward Campaign for this
year started with a very igood attendance,
a dramatic presentation, "Kathy's Sunday
School" was given by Harold Martin, Pat
Berger, Mary Berger, Raymond Walck
and Esther Dourte. Sun. evening service
was our fall communion service.
M. E. B.
Franklin Corners, III.
On Sept. 22 and 23 Bishop Carl Ulery
from Springfield, Ohio and Bro. and Sr.
Paul Book and children from Indiana were
with us for love feast.
Oct. 3 through 5 Mrs. Irene Hanley, a
converted Jewess was here. She is with the
Wesleyan Methodist church. Anyone that
loves Bible teaching would enjoy her ministry.
Our revival closed on October 20. Bro.
Joseph VanderVeer from Michigan was the
evangelist.
Mrs. R. A. C.
Antrim Dedicates New Addition
On October 6, 1957, the Antrim Brethren
in Christ Church, near Greencastle, Penna.,
dedicated a new addition to the church. The
three-floor structure 20 by 40 feet provided
for a nursery, classrooms, cloak rooms,
and rest rooms. The auditorium was also
redecorated.
The devotions was in charge of Rev. J.
Ralph Wenger. The financial report was
given by the Treasurer, Levi B. Wingert.
Rev. Henry N. Hostetter, Executive Secretary of the Foreign Mission Board of the
Brethren in Christ Church, delivered the
Dedicatory address to a large audience.
Pastor John A. Byers presided during the
ceremony.
The church was erected in 1883. The first
service was conducted by the Reverends
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Aaron Wingert and George Wingert. Since
then there have been many improvements.
In 1948 the main entrance was changed to
the south end of the church. On Nov. 15,
1956, the new addition was started and
continued through with lots of free labor.
The new construction and redecoration were
managed by the Board of Trustees, Lester
Bovey, Levi Wingert, and Ralph Kennedy.
The .general contractor was Avery Sollenberger and Sons.
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KEEPER—Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Keefer
(nee Ethel Gingrich) of Millersburg, Pa., are
the happy parents of a baby daughter, Pamela
Sue, born October 6, 1957; a sister for Joni.
KEEPER—Mr. and Mrs. Vernon L. Keefer
(nee Miriam Gingrich) of Millersburg, Pa.,
are the proud parents of a baby girl, Lucinda
Kay, born October 8, 1957; a sister for Tommy.
SHELLY—Mr. and Mrs. Lester Shelly welcomed their sixth son, Larry Dean, on July 9.
The Shellys are members of the Silverdale
congregation.
BURNS—A daughter, Sharon Lee, was born
to Wilmer and Viola (Stern) Burns of the
Martinsburg congregation, on August 16, 1957.
This is the fifth daughter born into this
home.

Missions Abroad
India

General Superintendent: P. O. Saharsa, N.E.
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India,
Rev. William R. Hoke
Saharsa Mission: P. O. Saharsa, N.E. Railway,
District Saharsa, Bihar, India. Rev. and
Mrs. William Hoke, Misses Esther G. Book,
Leora Yoder
Barjora Mission: P. O. Tirbeniganj, via Murliganj, N.E. Railway. District Saharsa, Bihar, India. Misses Erma Z. Hare, Beulah
Arnold, Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Pye
Madhipura Mission: P. O. Madhipura, N.E.
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India. Dr.
and Mrs. George E, Paulus, Miss Mary Jane
Shoal ts
Banmankhi Mission: P. O. Banmankhi N.E.
Railway, District Purnea, Bihar, India. Rev.
and Mrs. Charles E. Engle
Pnrnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N.E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India, in charge of
Rev. Charles E. Engle
Woodstock School: P. O. Landour, Mussoorie,
United Provinces, India. Miss Mary Beth
S toner
Ulubaria Mission: P. O. Ulubaria, District
Howrah, West Bengal, India. Rev. and Mrs.
A.D.M. Dick

Africa

STERN—A second son, Lewis Edwin, was
born to Hubert and Evangeline (Hostetler)
Stern on October 12, 1957; a brother for Lane.
The Sterns are from the Martinsburg congregation.
SHRIVER — On September 21, 1957; Clayton and Doris (Imler) Shriver welcomed Debora Kay into their home; a sister for Wanda
Dee. The Shrivers are of the Woodbury congregation.
JERAN"—Dan and Miriam Allen Jeran and
Curtis welcomed a new member into their
home Oct. 17, 1957. He has heen named
Michael Allen.

BIRTHS
"Children

HEISEY—Mr. and Mrs. H. Orville Heisey,
Grantham, Penna., welcomed a son, Adrlel
Rene, on October 20, 1957.

General Superintendent's Residence, P. O. Box
711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia.
Bishop and Mrs. Arthur M. Climenhaga
Miss Velma R. Brillinger
Miss Dorothy Martin
SOUTHERN RHODESIA
Matopo Mission, Private Bag 191 T, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. David E. Climenhaga, Rev.
and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe, Miss Mary C.
Engle, Miss Rhoda G. Lenhert, Miss Edna
M. Switzer, Mr. Donald R. Zook, Miss Elva
Lyons, Miss Florence R. Hensel, Mr. and
Mrs. David Brubaker.
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland
Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag 102 M, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey, Miss Ruth T.
Hunt, Miss Mildred E. Myers, Miss Miriam
L. Heise, Miss Nancy J. Kreider, Miss Eva
Mae Melhorn, Miss Pauline E. Frey
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital, Private Bag 101
M. Bulawavo. Southern Rhodesia.
Dr. R. Virginia
Kauffman, Miss Gladys I.
November
18, 1957
Lehman

HOSTETTER—Mr. and Mrs. J. Norman
Hostetter, Clarence Center, N. Y., announce
the birth of a son, J a y Lynn, September 24,
1957.

MARRIAGES

For these we wish God's richest blessing and send, with our
compliments, a year's subscription to the Evangelical Visitor.

WINGER-HAWKINS—On October 19, 1957
Miss Norma Mae Hawkins, daughter of S'r.
Sylvia Hawkins and the late Bro. Wm. Hawkins, became the bride of Hubert Edward
Winger, son of Bro. and Sr. Howard Winger
of Ridgeway, Ont. The ceremony was performed in the Niagara Christian College,
Bishop Wm. Charlton, officiating.

Wanezi Mission, Private Bag- 129 S, Bulawayo.
Southern Rhodesia.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Elwood Hershey, Miss Anna
R. Wolgemuth, Miss Anna Graybill, Miss
Norma Brubaker
Bible School Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse F. Lady, Miss Mabel
Frey
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Bundy
NORTHERN RHODESIA
Macha Mission, Private Bag, Choma, Northern
Rhodesia.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. I. M. Stern, Miss Ruth E.
Hock, Miss Fannie Longenecker, Miss Lois
P. Davidson, Mr. Keith D. Ulery, Miss Anna
Ruth Kline, Miss Edith E. Miller
Hospital Staff:
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Engle, Miss Martha
L. Lady, Miss Mary E. Heisey, Mr. Walter
Heisey
Sikalong-o Mission, P. O. Box 131, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia.
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman, Miss
Kathryn Hossler
Nahumba Mission, p. O. Box 173, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia.
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker

Japan

11 Hijiwara, Hagi City, Yamaguchi, Japan:
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms
363 Tenjingahira, Shioyamachi, Tarumi-ku,
Kobe, Japan: Rev. and Mrs. John Graybill,
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Book

Cuba

Cuatro Caminos, Habana Province, Cuba; Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Wolgemuth
Missionaries on Furlough
Rev. and Mrs. Chester Wingert, Grantham,
Ta.
Miss Anna R. Engle, Grantham, Penna.
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter, 338 N.
Sixth Ave., Upland, Calif.
Miss Edna Lehman, R. 9, York, Penna.
Mrs. Mary (Brenaman) Brechbill, 214 N. E.
7th St., Abilene, Kansas
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph B. Smith, "Go Ye
Fellowship" 1307 Waterloo Street, Los Angeles
26, Calif.
Miss Anna Eyster, 637 North Third Avenue,
Upland, California
Ruth E. Book, 280 Eighth Avenue, Upland,
Calif.
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin Book, c/o Rev. Christ
Frey, R. R., Abilene, Kansas
Evelyn Bohland, 1589 Ashland Ave., Columbus, Ohio
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Musser, Grantham, Pa.
Miss Anna Kettering, c/o Joe Kettering,
Campbelltown Pa.
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma, Route 1, Box
94, Covington, Ohio

CARVER-McINTYRE—On August 17, 1957
Miss Mary Ann Mclntyre, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Mclntyre of Fort Erie, Ont., became the bride of Mr. John Edward Carver, son of Mr. and Mrs. David Carver of
Stevensville. The ceremony was performed by
Bishop Wm. Charlton in the Niagara Christian
College.
EBERSOI.E-MOON—On August 3, 1957,
Miss Anita Moon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Moon of Stevensville, became the bride
of Mr. Donald Ebersole, son of Bro. and Sr.
Clifford Ebersole of Stevensville. Bishop Wm.
Charlton performed the ceremony.
HOCK-SISCO—On August 31, 1957, Miss
Verna Mae Sisco, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Eilo Sisco, Owosso, Michigan, was given in
marriage by her father to John Hock, son of
Rev. and Mrs. H a r r y D. Hock, Leonard,
Mich. The wedding took place in the Carland
Brethren in Christ church, with the bride's
brother, Rev. Jay E. Sisco, and the groom's
father, conducting the ceremony. The newlyweds are making their home in Ann Arbor,
Mich., where John is doing his I-W service in
the University Hospital.
HML-WOLSEMUTK—On August 3, 1957,
with a beautiful lawn setting, the wedding of
Helen Wolgemuth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob B. Wolgemuth of Elizabethtown, Pa.,
and John Hall, son of Rev. and Mrs. David B.
Hall of Upland, Calif., took place, with John
Z. Martin officiating. There were approximately one hundred and fifty guests present.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall are continuing their education at Upland College, with their home address being 749 Vernon Drive, Upland, Calif.
KENNY-DOUGLAS — Miss Margaret D.Douglas, daughter of Mr', and Mrs. William
Douglas, Reindeer Lake, Sask., .became the
bride of Oliver Kenney, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Kenney, Shipman, iSask., on Oct. 5,
1957. The ceremony was performed at the
home of the groom's sister near Paddockwood by Rev. Lome Lichty. The couple will
reside near Paddockwood.

OBITUARIES
"Blessed are the

dead which

die in

the

Lord."

WENGER—Sr. Sadie C. Wenger, wife of
Bro. Samuel H. Wenger, 38 Glen St., Chambersburg, went to be with her Lord early in
the morning of Oct. 12, 1957. Sr. Wenger was
born in Letterkenny Township on Mar. 8. 1874,
and was a daughter of the late Abram Z. and
Mary E. Wenger.
She was converted at the age of 14 and
united with the Brethren in Christ Church.
Sr. Wenger was closely associated with the
Chambersburg Church since its beginning as
a mission and maintained an active interest in
the work until God called her home.
Sr. Wenger was the mother of two children,
Rev. Roy H. Wenger, Carlisle, who survives,
and Elizabeth W. "Wenger, who died at the
age of 10. She is survived by her husband;
her son; two grandchildren, William Wenger,
Carlisle, and Betty Hatfield, Irwin; five greatgrandchildren; a brother, David H. Wenger,
Hesston, Kans. and two sisters, Mrs. Lester
Parrish, Ottawa, 111. and Ella B. Wenger,
Chambersburg.
Funeral services were held at the church,
conducted by Bishop Charlie B. Byers. Her
body was laid to rest in Norland Cemetery.
BRUMBAUGH — Florence J. Brumbaugh,
daughter of David and Elizabeth (Hunsberger) Kniesly, was born in Darke County,
Ohio, Mar. 23, 1882. She passed away very
suddenly at her home near Dayton, Ohio, Oct.
9, 1957, at the age of 75 years, 6 months and
16 days. She had been a resident of Shiloh (a
community near Dayton) for 44 years.
In November of 1905, she was united in
marriage to Vernon J. Brumbaugh, to whom
were born four children: Evelyn, wife of Rev.
William Engle, Dayton, Ohio; Paul E. of near
Englewood, Ohio; Clarence, who was killed in
an automobile accident in 1940; and Ralph, of
Phoneton, Ohio. In addition to her loving
husband and children, ten grandchildren survive. She is also survived by two brothers
and three sisters. Two brothers and two sisters preceded her in death.
She was converted about 1906, one year
after she was married. In 1907 she was baptized and united with the Brethren in Christ
Church of which she was a faithful member.
As a mother, she was vitally interested in
the welfare of her children, and her home was
one where the grandchildren enjoyed to go.
Funeral services were held Oct. 13, 1957 at
her former home and at the Fairview Church.
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Rev. Ohmer U. Herr conducted the service,
using James 4:14, Rev. 20:12 and Ps. 24:3 together with a number of other Scriptures the
deceased had marked in her Bible. Rev. Foster Bittinger assisted in the funeral service.
Interment was made in the Fairview Cemetery.
GIBBONBY—Will K. Gibboney of Adel, la.,
was born in Cuba, Kan., Oct. 20, 1889 and
passed from this life on Oct. 8, 1957 at the
Uedfleld Hospital at the age of 67 years, 11
months, and 18 days.
He grew to manhood in the community of
his birth then moved to Iowa where he met
and later married Golda May Marchant on
Nov. 25, 1914 at Adel, who survives him. To
this union were born 4 children. Marvin Dee .
of Adel preceded him in death in 1947. Those
surviving are: Lenora C. (Mrs. L. M. Sitterly),
Viola M. (Mrs. R. W. Bandy), both of Perry,
Iowa and Fred E. of Des Moines, Iowa. Descendants include 13 grandchildren and 2
great-grandchildren while 2 grandsons preceded him in death.
Funeral services were held from the Fisher
Funeral Home in Adel at 2:00 p.m. Oct. 11,
ofliciated by Rev. Ernest Dohner of the Dallas
Center Brethren in Christ church and the
Rev. Colson of the Adel Baptist church. Interment was made in Oakdale Cemetery in
Adel.
SLAYBATJG-H—Jackson D. Slaybaugh was
born August 24, 1918 at Montezuma, Iowa, and
died suddenly the evening of iSept. 10, 1957
while climbing the steps of the Fire Hall a
few blocks from his home in Panora, Iowa.
He is survived by his wife, Katie Mae, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. John Keller of Dallas
Center, and two small daughters, Susan Ellen
and Kathryn Louise. His mother and grandmother, all survive.
He was a member of the Christian Church
in Panora where funeral services were conducted Sept. 13 at 2:00 p.m. with Rev. Clifford Brooks in charge. Interment was made
in the Panora Cemetery.
IiUTZ—Samuel E. Lutz, son of John and
Mattie Lutz, was born in Albany, 111., July 8,
1870, and passed away at his home in Dallas
Center, la., Sept. 26, 1957 at the age of 87
years, 2 months and 18 days. He came to
Dallas County, Iowa in 1893 and spent the
greater part of his life there except for a
few years in Kansas and Oklahoma.
He was united in marriage to Anna Bliss,
Abilene, Kans., Oct. 14, 1890, and to this union
were born 12 children, seven girls and five
boys. He became a member of the Brethren
in Christ Church at an early age and continued faithful through the years.
He is survived by 10 children, 25 grandchildren, 28 great-grandchildren, 1 greatgreat-grandchild, and several nieces and
nephews. His surviving children are: Sadie
(Mrs. Frank Casler); Ida (Mrs. Bill Fertig),
Ethel (Mrs. Jack Butler) all of Dallas Center, Mattie (Mrs. Clayton Hershey) Troy,
Ohio, Lillian (Mrs. Grover Edwards) Denver,
Colorado, Bessie (Mrs. Louis Ronk) Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, Paul of Portland, Ind., Murlin
of Biloxi, Miss., and Richard and Wherley of
Des Moines, Iowa. His wife, Anna, and a son
Harvey and a daughter Luetta preceded him
in death.
Funeral services were held Sept. 28 at the
Dallas Center Brethren in Christ church
with the pastor, Ernest U. Dohner, in charge
and Bishop R. I. Witter of Navarre, Kansas
bringing the message. Interment was in the
Brethren cemetery near Dallas Center.
COBEB—Isaac Benjamin Cober, son of the
late John Cober and .Susanna Sheffer Cober,
born Oct. 22, 1867, quietly passed away to be
with his Lord on Sunday, Oct. 27, 1957, at the
Stouffville Rest Home, aged 90 years and 5
days.
He was converted when a young man and
united with the Brethren in Christ Church in
which he continued a faithful member for 70
years. On Dec. 14, 1892 he was joined in marriage with Lovina Brillinger who united with
him in church fellowship about two years
after their marriage.
To this union were born seven children:
Elsie, (Mrs. Rolph Baker), of Fordwich; Anna
May, (Mrs. J. R. Steckley); Percy, (deceased);
Ella; John E.; and Mabel Irene, (Mrs. Levi
Steckley), all of Gormley; and George Harold
of Toronto.
His wife predeceased him on Mar. 24, 1954,
and his son Percy, on Jan. 3, 1950. He is survived by six children, 19 grandchildren and 23
great-grandchildren; also three brothers and
two sisters.
The, funeral services were conducted by
Bishop Alvin Winger, assisted by Wm. Vanderbent and Ray Nigh. Interment was made
in the Heise Hill cemetery.
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The Christian's Thank
Offering

(Continued from page three)
very altar) and transgress and offer
a sacrifice of thanksgiving 'with leaven,' for this is like you." A right
spirit must pervade and prompt the
heart when we bring our thank
offering on this Thanksgiving Day,
else our offerings will be but lip service. We might well pray, like David,
for a clean heart and right spirit to
be created within us, that we might
bring an acceptable Thanksgiving
sacrifice, even "the fruit of our lips."
This is vital. Ps. 50 :13, 14. "Thou desirest not sacrifice, else would I give
it, Thou delightest not in burnt offerings ; the sacrifices of God are a broken spirit, a broken and contrite heart,
0 God, thou wilt not despise." A heart
of gratitude is better than costly and
elaborate sacrifices.
Thank offerings, the fruit of the
lips, are a most effective service to
Christ and the Church. In Ps. 26:7
David said, "I will 'publish' with the
'voice of thanksgiving.' " This is a
most effective method of advertising,
surpassing that of the bulletin or
newspaper. David was alert on this
point for again he exclaimed. "I will
'magnify' Him 'with thanksgiving.' "
The Christian witness of freedom
from sin through Christ and of the
unspeakable joy of His presence in
the daily life, given in public worship
and by personal contact is a convincing and challenging advertisement
of the great goodness of our wonderful Saviour.
While thanksgiving is good, we
must always bear in mind that
thanks-living is better, for God requires not only the fruit of our lips,
but the fruit of our lives. Too few
have grasped the spiritual significance of thanks-living by sacrificial
service to Christ and destitute men.
Our Saviour "poured out His soul unto death," in sacrificial living. Mary,
out of whom Jesus cast seven devils,
was no doubt very vocal in her
thanksgiving to Him for so great a
deliverance. But the devotion of her
heart prompted her to do more than
speak her thanks. One day while
Jesus was reclining at the table of
Simon His host, she entered with an
alabaster box of costly ointment, in
value worth a whole year of labor,
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and standing at his feet weeping,
broke that box, poured the precious
ointment over his feet, kissed them
both, then wiped them with her flowing hair. "A waste!" was at once the
cry from the selfish-hearted, blinded
guests, whose thank offerings were
only that of the lips. But Mary,
dwelling more deeply and devotedly,
gave expression in thanks-living, and
thereby erected a memorial that has
been for all time a great challenge to
thanks-living—pouring out the soul
to God and those for whom Christ
died.
The widow at the temple is another
worthy example of thanks-living. Out
of the unselfishness and devotion of
her grateful heart, at the temple, the
place of worship, she was moved to
go beyond thanksgiving to the more
excellent thanks-living, for she emptied her purse, even "all her living,"
in the offering box to God.
In this land of plenty and indulgence the imperative need of the hour
is for more Christians who are devoted to thanks-living, who will empty their purses and pour out their
souls in daily service to a dying nation and world. This will be the convincing, impelling and winning witness to the richness and dignity of
their lives as well as to their love for
their Master and Lord.
The great thank offering every
Christian owes to God is himself.
Rom. 12:1, "I beseech you therefore
brethren, by the mercies of God that
ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which
is your reasonable service." Of the
Macedonian brethren Paul wrote,
"they first gave their own selves to
the Lord and unto us by the will of
God." When, like Paul, we see that
we are in debt to God for His unspeakable gift, Jesus Christ, it is then
that we too will say, "As much as in
me is" we are ready to pay that debt
by giving ourselves to God to be used
to win all men to Him, our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ, and make this
thank offering with the completeness
of the poet who wrote, "Had I a
thousand hearts to give, Lord they
should all be thine."
Nanticoke, Ontario
WICHITA—The Reverend H. H. Brookins, 32-year-old pastor of St. Paul A. M. E.
Church, was elected president of the
Wichita Ministerial Alliance. He is the first
Negro ever to head the group.
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